1. INTRODUCTION LL-OPTICAL networks transmit information on a very high-speed, broadband optical path [ 11-[3] . One promising all-optical wide-area network architecture is the wavelength division multiplexed (WDM) network with circuitswitching and wavelength routing wherein a few wavelength cross-connect switches are used to connect a sequence of wavelength channels between the information source and the destination to set up a circuit for data transmission [4] .
WDM allows parallel transmission with low-speed devices, circuit switching eliminates the need of optical buffering, and wavelength routing reuses wavelengths.
One possible implementation of the all-optical cross-connect switches is to use wavelength demultiplexers to separate the inbound wavelengths and then use directional couplers to switch various wavelengths to the desired output links. In this switching process, a message must maintain its transmission wavelength as it is forwarded in the network. This is called the wavelength continuity constraint [5] , [6] . Wavelength continuity reduces channel utilization because a nonwavelength- Manuscript received April 17, 1995; revised October 20, 1995 continuous route cannot be used to set up a circuit for data transmission although the route is available. This is especially severe in a circuit-switched network with random circuit arrivals and departures because the unpredictable traffic demand renders the use of routing to mitigate the wavelength continuity constraint ineffective.
To alleviate the inefficiency due to the wavelength continuity constraint in a circuit-switched network with random circuit arrivals and departures, wavelength rerouting is used. Wavelength rerouting changes the wavelengths of existing circuits and makes the available route wavelength continuous, thereby increasing channel utilization. For example, in Fig. 1 , a new circuit can be set up on a wavelength-continuous route from node 1 to node 3 after the existing circuit ~2~3 (the circuit from nodes 2-3) on wavelength XI is rerouted to X2. The advantage of rerouting is increased carried traffic for a given circuit blocking probability or, equivalently, reduced circuit blocking probability for a given offered traffic.
While rerouting can be used to improve network utilization, there will be low or even zero throughput during the rerouting process. Transmissions of the rerouted circuits must be temporarily shut down to prevent data from being lost or misrouted. The throughput loss is particularly pronounced in all-optical networks wherein each circuit on a dedicated, broadband wavelength channel is expected to carry gigabits 0733-8724/96$05,00 0 1996 IEEE of information flow, and hence a tiny period of outage on a single circuit will cause significant data loss. Furthermore, a longer period of disruption is incurred because of the longer propagation delay for transmitting signaling messages in the wide-area network. Therefore, minimization of the incurred disruptions (e.g., the number of rerouted circuits or the disruption period of existing connections) is imperative for rerouting in all-optical, wide-area networks.
Some research has been published on minimization of disruptions during reconfiguration. Reference [7] considered the reconfiguration in topology patterns of a broadcast-andselect lightwave network [4] . The reconfiguration is based on a sequence of branch-and-exchange (BE) operations where each BE only allows two pairs of tunable transmitters and receivers to swap their wavelengths to avoid disruptions on traffic. An algorithm is developed to minimize the number of BE operations for the network to reconfigure from the current to the target topology.
To minimize the incurred disruption in our wavelength rerouting, we design a new circuit migration scheme for rerouting circuits to greatly reduce the disruption period and an algorithm to select the fewest number of circuits to be rerouted. Move-to-vacant wavelength-retuning (MTV-WR) is used as the basic operation of circuit migration, in which a circuit is moved to a vacant wavelength on the same path (a path is a sequence of loop-free communication links), and the parallel MTV-WR rerouting scheme is used to reroute multiple circuits on disjoint sets of links. An optimal rerouting algorithm is sought to select a minimum weighted number of circuits to be rerouted with the parallel MTV-WR rerouting scheme.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section I1 describes the system configuration and the routing algorithm. Section I11 describes the basic operations of circuit migration and the rerouting scheme. Section IV presents the rerouting algorithm for rerouting the existing circuits and routing a new connection. Section V shows the performance results. Section VI concludes this paper. Each node is assumed to have a sufficiently large number of optical transmitters and receivers to service the connections such that a new connection request will not be blocked due to a lack of optical transmitters or receivers (in the worst case, this assumption may require as many transmittersh-eceivers as outboundlinbound channels at a particular node).
The new connection requests will arrive randomly as a Poisson process and, once accepted, will hold the circuits for exponentially distributed times with means much larger than the network-wide propagation delay and the connection setup delay. Each circuit will occupy a single dedicated wavelength in the discrete wavelength set A when it passes through the network; wavelength sharing by more than one connection is prohibited. Each switching node is capable of connecting individual inbound wavelengths independently to their desired outbound links by the wavelength multiplexer/demultiplexer and the optical switch. A circuit must be routed through a set of links with the sarne wavelength from the origin to the destination, and a switching node cannot change the wavelength of a circuit. ([XI describes the architecture and control in an all-optical network with wavelength shifters.) A central controller with current network status information is responsible for routing the new connections in the following two phases: 1) route a new circuit without rerouting any existing cir-2) route a new circuit after rerouting some existing circuits
As the controller receives a new connectnon request, phase I will be initiated to select a proper path, consisting of a sequence of links, and a proper wavelength to set up a circuit. If the initial attempt fails, the routing controller will execute phase 11. It will determine which existing circuits should be rerouted and haw they should be rerouted in order to accommodate the new connection and select the best path and wavelength to set up a new circuit if rerouting is feasible. Then the controller will send control information to certain switching nodes for setting up a new circuit and rerouting the existing circuits. Finally, it will set up the new connection. If rerouting is infeasible, the new connection request is rejected. (A rejected connection is assumed to be cleared in the simulation.)
In the following, the algorithm for phase-I routing is described. cuits and when phase I fails.
A. Routing Algorithm
Solving the routing problem optimally has been shown to be computationally intractable [5] because a huge number of feasible solutions exist. We rnodify the algorithm in [5] as the routing algorithm. The approach is to transform the network to a graph. The weight label on each edge (link) represents the current link status and the cost of routing a new circuit on that link. To reduce the computational complexity and to simplify the notation, we decompose the graph into a few disjoint subgraphs, each corresponding to the network on a particular wavelength. Breaking the graph into subgraphs can possibly allow a parallel computation of the routing algorithm. The routing algorithm finds the shortest path on each subgraph and then chooses the least costly one among all the individual subgraphs. Smallest wavelength index is used to break a tie. The minimum-cost wavelength and its associated shortest path will be the solution. A few notations are defined. Let P&, i # k , be the set of all paths connecting nodes i to k on the network G ( N , L ) and P = U%, & N , + k P % k be the set of all possible paths. A route p x i s a path p E P using a wavelength X E A. U is the set of existing circuits in the network at the time of interest, and uo is the new connection request (the time index is dropped for simplicity). The algorithm transforms the network to a graph, labels the edges of the graph with weights, and searches for the best route. 
LA) where
Fig . 2 shows a typical example. Decomposing the given network into wavelength-disjoint subgraphs is dictated by the wavelength continuity constraint which restricts a feasible route to traverse a particular subgraph rather than multiple subgraphs.
2) Cost Labeling: The network occupancy function q ( i x , jx) = U E U if the connection U occupies wavelength X of link (i, j ) and
The cost function of each edge of the graph is determined by whether a channel is idle or busy, i.e.,
3) Route Searching:
The best route is selected as follows. * For each X E A, find the shortest path p," with cost c(p,")
Select the least costly route p20 as c(p2") 5 c(p,"), V X E
A (smallest index of wavelength is used to break a tie).
If c(&) < CO, phase I is complete and p20 is the solution;
otherwise phase I1 is needed and rerouting will be considered. In phase 11, the new connection request may be accommodated by rerouting certain existing circuits while reducing disruptions. We use a circuit migration scheme to move a circuit with very short disruption period and a rerouting algorithm to minimize the weighted number of circuits rerouted. Moveto-vacant wavelength-retuning (MTV-WR) will be used for circuit migration, and parallel MrV-WR rerouting reroutes multiple circuits on disjoint sets of links. The rerouting algorithm reroutes a minimum weighted number of existing circuits and routes the new connection request.
CIRCUIT MIGRATION

A. Basic Operation
The basic operation of rerouting a circuit consists of wavelength-retuning (WR) and move-to-vacant (MTV).
I ) Wavelength-Retuning: Wavelength-retuning retunes the wavelength of a circuit but maintains its path. (In general, rerouting may change the path andlor the wavelength of an existing circuit.) Wavelength-retuning has certain advantages. First, it facilitates control because the old and the new routes share the same switching nodes. Second, it reduces the calculation of optimal rerouting because only changing the wavelength of an existing circuit need be considered. Third, it significantly reduces the disruption period in the rerouting phase when it is combined with move-to-vacant in a wide-area network.
2) Move-To-Vacant: Move-to-vacant reroutes a circuit to a vacant route with no other circuits. It has the following advantages. First, move-to-vacant does not interrupt other circuits since there is no other circuits on the new route of the rerouted circuit. Second, it preserves transmission on the old route during the setup of the new route, and therefore the disruption period is reduced.
3) Move-To-Vacant Wavelength-Retuning: Move-to-vacant wavelength-retuning moves a circuit to a vacant wavelength on the same path. It can greatly reduce the disruption period. Fig. 3 illustrates how it is implemented. In (a), the network controller sends control messages to the intermediate switches on the path of the rerouted circuit to set up a new route on a vacant wavelength, e.g., by setting the state of a switch such that the new wavelength is switched from an inbound link to an appropriate outbound link. Then, the origin node prepares to switch data transmission from the old to the new wavelengths. In (b), the origin node appends an end-of-transmission control packet after the last packet on the old wavelength and holds the first packet on the new wavelength for a guard time (this guard time will determine the length of the disruption period). The end-of-transmission packet is used to inform the destination node that data transmission via the old wavelength has ended and data will soon arrive vial the new wavelength. The guard time prevents data from being lost during the transient period of circuit migration. In (c), (d), and (e), data transmission is switched from the old to the new vacant wavlelength. The information source switches transmission by retuning the wavelength of the optical transmitter to the new wavelength. At the destination node, the information sink switches reception by retuning the wavelength of the receiver to the new wavelength upon detecting the end-of-transmission control packet. [ I a fiber link with 3 A's The guard time should be bounded by the sum of i) the switching times of tunable optical transmitter and receiver r3, ii) the processing time of detecting the end-of-transmission control packet at the destination rP, and iii) the differential propagation delay of sending messages through two wavelengths due to the wavelength dispersion of optical fibers or optical devices 7 d = rlaxR where 17 is the value of dispersion in ps/(nm x km), A, the difference between two wavelengths in nm, and R is the distance traveled in km. For example, in a wide-area network with a diameter of 1000 km and a bandwidth of 35 nm, 7 d can be as big as 0.56 p s ( q = 16). If rS and rP are assumed to be 1 ps, then the total guard time is only of the order of ,us. This small guard time should be the only disruption period of MTV-WR operation and the associated rerouting scheme in the next subsection.
On the other hand, rerouting after shutdown (RAS) incurs a long disruption period in a wide-area network. Fig. 4 shows a typical example. The network controller sends the control message to the origins and destinations of the rerouted circuits to stop transmissions at tl. These origins stop transmissions and send acknowledgments back to the controller at t 2 (> 11 + 7-1 where 71 is the maximum propagation delay between the network controller and the origins or the destinations of the rerouted circuits). The network controller receives all the acknowledgments from these origins and sends control messages to the switches involved in rerouting to set up the new routes at t 3 (2 t 2 + 7 1 ) . The switches send acknowledgments of completing switching at t g (> t 3 + 7-2 where 1-2 is the maximum propagation delay between the network controller and the switches involved in rerouting). The network controller receives all the acknowledgments from the switches and sends control messages to the origins and destinations for restarting transmissions at t 5 (> t 4 + 7-2). Finally the origins resume the transmissions via the new route at t 6 (> t 5 + 7-1). Thus, the transmissions of the rerouted circuits will be disrupted for t6 -t2 2 2r1 + 2 r 2 . Therefore, the period of disruption is approximately four times the single-hop propagation delay of the network.
Assuming a single-hop distance of tens of miles, the disruption period of RAS is of the order of a hundred ps. Therefore, MTV-WR can reduce the disruption period by two orders of magnitude compared to RAS.
B. Rerouting Scheme
Using the basic MTV-WR operation for rerouting a single circuit, we can reroute multiple circuits by using the parallel MTV-WR rerouting scheme.
Parallel MTV-WR moves each of the rerouted circuits to a vacant wavelength on the same path in parallel. The rerouted circuits should be on disjoint sets of links. For example, in Fig. 5 , the existing circuits ~2 + 3 and u3-4 pass through the disjoint links (2, 3) and (3, 4), respectively, and are retuned simultaneously to the vacant wavelengths, and Xz. Then the wavelength XI is released to accommodate the new connection request ~2 -4 . The overall delay of executing the parallel MTV-WR rerouting scheme is the maximum of executing each of the MTV-WR operations required, and therefore it should be quite small.
Parallel MTV-WR rerouting, however, cannot always be useful. For example, in Fig. 6 , the existing circuit u1+2 is first retuned to A3 and releases its wavelength X2. Then the existing circuit ~1 -3 is retuned to a vacant wavelength Xz. the wavelength XI is released to accept ~2~4 . Each of these rerouted circuits can be rerouted using MTV-WR operation. But since they do not occupy disjoint sets of links, they cannot be executed in parallel, i.e., they have to be rerouted sequentially. We call this sequential MTV-WR rerouting. This will increase the delay of connecting the new call.
In addition, in Fig. 7 . the existing circuits u1-2 and ~1 + 3 swap their wavelengths XI and XZ to accept ~2 + 4 on XI .
These rerouted circuits cannot be rerouted using the MTV-WR operation since their rerouting are on the same path but no vacant wavelength is available to move them. We call this wavelength-retuning rerouting. As these circuits are rerouted, they must be shut down, which incurs a very long disruption period, as in RAS rerouting. The parallel MTV-WR rerouting scheme introduces a relatively simpler implementation, shorter delay and disruption period, and less complexity than other rerouting algorithms. In the Appendix, we show that WR rerouting is an NP-complete or NP-hard problem. From the simulation, we will also show that the parallel MTV-WR rerouting scheme can achieve a performance close to the lower bound. So, we only focus on parallel MTV-WR rerouting in this paper.
Iv. REROUTING ALGORITHM
The objective of the rerouting algorithm is to minimize the weighted number of existing circuits to be rerouted. Finding the optimal solution with ithe parallel MTV-WR rerouting scheme can be solved in polynomial time as opposed to that of a general rerouting problem which is NP-complete or NP-hard.
A. Parallel MTV-WR Rerouting Algorithm
A few notations are defined as follows. Assume that an existing circuit U E U passes through the sequence of directed links [i3(u), i3+1(u) ], j = 1, ..., h(u), on the wavelength X(u) (i.e., the directed edges, [i;'"'(u) , z;g)(u)], on the graph in Fig. 2 ). Define g ( u ) , u E U , as the retuning variable:
g ( u ) = X if the circuit IL can be retuned to the vacant wavelength on the same palh with the smallest index A, i.e.,
The algorithm transforms the network to a graph, labels the edges of the graph with appropriate cost, and searches for the best rerouting solution to route the new connection request. An example which parallel MTV-WR rerouting cannot solve. The
) Graph Transformation:
A graph similar to that used in phase-I routing U X~A G ( N~, LA) is created by adding some crossover edges along the route of a retunable circuit, i.e., where 9 ( u ) # NULL. Notice that (*, *)Iu is used because more than one retunable circuit may connect the same pair of nodes on the same wavelength, and therefore more than one crossover edge may connect the same pair of vertices, each for a retunable circuit. These crossover edges are used to count the weighted number of rerouted circuits to accommodate the new connection request. Thus, the new graph is U X~~~G ( V~,
EX)
where
A typical example is shown in Fig. 8 .
A retunable edge is either a crossover edge or an edge associated with a busy channel used by a retunable circuit (namely. in the set of { ( i X , jX) :
nonretunable edges are those in the set of ((2'; ,yX) :
We define a function @(e) = 71. for edge e on the auxiliary graph if retunable edge e is associated with a retunable circuit U . @(e) = N U L L if e is an idle edge, and @ ( e ) = 00 if e is a nonretunable edge.
: j rerouted circuits cannot be moved to a vacant wavelength while being on 2) Cost Labeling: Cost for an idle edge is a tiny positive constant t while cost for a nonretunable edge is infinite. Cost for a retunable edge associated with retunable circuit U is c, which is a positive weighting factor indicating the penalty of rerouting an existing circuit U to accommodate the new connection. minuEUcu > / L / F is assumed to prevent our objective of minimization of the weighted number of rerouted circuits from being changed by large values of t. Actually, t thus chosen will force the given optimization to minimize the weighted number of rerouted circuits and then minimize the number of idle channels to place the new circuit for the same minimal weighted number of rerouted circuits.
3) Route Searching: Similar to phase I of the routing algorithm, the least costly wavelength and associated shortest path will be sought for serving the new connection request. If the resulting minimum cost is finite, the new connection can be successfully accommodated using the obtained least costly route as follows.
If this route traverses an idle edge, the new circuit should be routed through the corresponding idle channel.
If this route traverses a retunable edge of a retunable circuit, the new circuit should be routed through those channel edges which are on this retunable circuit and between the starting vertex and the ending vertex of this edge. (For example, in Fig. 8 , the crossover edge from nodes 2 4 on wavelength XI of the retunable circuit ~2 + 5 indicates routing using channels (2, 3) and (3, 4) on wavelength X I .) Those existing circuits with any of their channel overlapping with this new circuit should be rerouted to the smallest index of vacant wavelength on the same path as indicated by the retuning variable y(u). On the other hand, if the resulting cost of route searching is infinite, the new connection request should be rejected.
In the Appendix, we prove the correctness of this algorithm which is a polynomial-time algorithm. The computation includes creating the auxiliary graph and finding the shortest paths on the graph. The computation of the graph transformation is bounded by the calculation of the status functions, i.e., O ( lUllLllAl), and creating the channel and crossover edges, i.e., O(lLl1Al) and O(IUllN12), respectively. Using Dijkstra's algorithm to find the shortest path on each subgraph with a total number of IN1 vertices requires O( lN12) since the graph transformation does not create new vertices other than those in N although crossover edges are created. Therefore, finding the shortest paths needs complexity O( IN121hl), and selection of the minimum cost route needs complexity O ( lA1). Then the overall algorithm has complexity O(jUllN121Al).
V. PERFORMANCE RESULTS
We use the 21 node, 26 bidirectional-link ARPA2 network as the topology to generate the numerical results. Input traffic is generated uniformly from each of 21 nodes and is destined to each of the other 20 nodes with equal probability. The connection requests of each node arrive as independent Poisson processes with common arrival rate T and hold the circuits with independent exponential times with common mean holding time equal to 1. Each node has enough transmitters and receivers such that the connect requests can only be blocked due to a lack of bandwidth or due to conflicts with the wavelengths of other existing circuits. A blocked connection request is cleared and will not retry. Fig. 9 plots blocking probability versus arrival rate per node. The uppermost curve is the wavelength-continuous network. The lowest is the. wavelength-shifting network in which a circuit can change its wavelength, thereby relaxing the wavelength continuity clonstraint. The performance of the wavelength-shifting network [S] is used as a lower bound to the wavelength-continuou~s network withi rerouting because rerouting can alleviate the wavelength continuity constraint but cannot eradicate it. The iniddle curves are the wavelengthcontinuous networks with the parallel M'TV-WR rerouting scheme. Two kinds of rerouting cost are assumed: equal weight, i.e., c, = c. U c U , and linear weight which i?
proportional to the number of hops in the rerouted circuit?, i.e., c, = h ( u ) , U E U . The middle curves show that the equal weight scheme has smaller blocking probability than the linear weight scheme. Tlhe curves show that rerouting can improve blocking probability while the performance is close to the lower bound. On the average, call blocking probability is reduced by 30% with rerouting. Fig. 10 compares the weighted blocking probabilities of wavelength-continuous networks with and without rerouting. The weight of a circuit is the number of shortest hops between the origin and the destination. Weighted blocking probability reflects the fact that blocking a long-hop connection costs more than blocking a short-hop connection in a real situation. Fig. 10 still shows that the weighted blocking probability can be improved with rerouting. In addition, the performance gain in weighted blocking is larger than that shown in Fig. 9 especially for large network input traffic. This implies that rerouting can effectively accommodate long-distance call requests in network congestion. Fig. 11 plots the average number of rerouted circuits each time the parallel MTV-WR rerouting scheme is executed. Average number of hops of the rerouted circuits versus traffic
The curves show that the average number of rerouted circuits increases as the traffic loading increases. The equal weight scheme reroutes fewer circuits than does the linear weight scheme because we use equal weight to minimize the number of circuits rerouted. The actual number of circuits rerouted is very small (<2). For the equal weight scheme, it is about 1.3 on the average. In addition, the disruption period of existing circuits is very short (xps), and therefore the incurred disruption of the proposed rerouting should be little. Fig. 12 plots the average number of hops of rerouted circuits versus the arrival rate per node. The curves show that the linear weight scheme will tend to reroute shorter-hop circuits than the equal weight one. For the equal weight scheme, the average number of hops of rerouted circuits decreases when traffic loading increases.
From Figs. 9-12, we conclude that the equal weight performs better than the linear weight scheme in our example. 
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we employ rerouting to improve the call blocking probability due to the wavelength continuity constraint in circuit-switched wavelength-division-multiplexed all-optical networks. To minimize disruptions of the existing connections, move-to-vacant wavelength-retuning (MTV-WR) is proposed as the circuit migration scheme whereby the disruption period can be reduced by two orders of magnitude compared to the reroute-after-shutdown rerouting scheme in a wide-area network. parallel MTV-WR routing is used to reroute multiple circuits on disjoint sets of links. An optimal rerouting algorithm is developed to select a minimum number of rerouted circuits to accommodate a new connection with the parallel MTV-WR routing. Performance results show that call blocking probability is reduced by an average of 30%.
In addition, each rerouting only reroutes an average of 1.3 circuits in a 21-node test network.
APPENDIX
In the following, we will show that the decision problem of the wavelength-retuning rerouting problem is NP-complete. We will also show that the presented algorithm to solve the parallel MTV-WR rerouting problem is correct.
We use the NP-completeness property of the static lightpath establishment problem (SLE) in [5] to show that the rerouting problem in general is computationally intractable. Therefore, (SLE) can be polynomially reduced to (WRR).
Hence, (WRR) is NP-complete.
0
We then show that the presented algorithm to solve the parallel MTV-WR rerouting problem is correct.
Definition 3: (P MTV-WR) Given a WDM wavelengthcontinuous, circuit-switched network G ( N , L ) as assumed, a set of wavelengths A, ,a set of existing circuits U = , U,} and their associated routes, and a blocked new connection request u0., is it possible to place this new request in the network using the parallel MTV-WR rerouting scheme while minimizing 1.he weighted number of existing connections to be rerouted? Theorem 2: The presented algorithm can solve (P MTV-WR).
Pro05 We consider th'e original network and define the following terminologies. A route p x of the original network is denoted by the sequence of (channels (i:, ii), . . . , (it, ik+l) .
The cost of a retunable route is the weighted number of retunable circuits plus the product of a tiny positive constant t and the number of idle channels on it.
Notice that although E is used, it will not change the objective of minimization of the weighted number of rerouted circuits as mentioned in Section IV. A retunable route is noninterleaved if given there exist j and
otherwise, it is an interleaved retunable route. This means that if one traverses a noninterleaved route, one will see a particular circuit continuously rather than in discontinuous sets of channels.
Lemma I : For any retunable route p x connecting U O , there always exists a noninterleaved retunable route p" connecting this new connection with the same or less cost than p x on the original network.
Proof: Whenever there exists an index t such that q ( i ? ,
always delete all the channels (i,",,, i;+,) , from p x and add some additional channel(s) traversed by the circuit U = q ( i 3 , z,^,,) from i;+, to 22. This dejete-andadd operation should possibly result in eliminating a retunable circuit or an idle channel, thereby reducing cost or maintaining the same cost. This procedure will stop when a noninterleaved route plx is obtained. The obtained noninterleaved retunable route can connect the new connect request (the starting and the ending points will never be deleted) with the same or less cost.
Lemma 1 shows that we only need to consider the noninterleaved retunable routes on the original network to find the optimal solution. In reality, the optimal solution in our cost objective (minimization of the weighted number of rerouted circuits) can be chosen from the least costly one from all the noninterleaved retunable routes connecting the new connection request %LO.
Consider the phase-I1 auxiliary graph. A route p x is denoted by the sequence of edges e l , e2, . . . , eh. A feasible route p x on the auxiliary graph is the one with each edge either an idle edge or a retunable edge associated with a retunable circuit.
A single feasible route on the auxiliary graph is defined as one on which at most one edge on this route is associated with the same retunable circuit. That is, if there exists e3 such that i ( e j ) = U, E U , then @(et) # U , V t , 1 5 t 5 h and t # j ; otherwise, it is a nonsingle feasible route. For example, in Fig. 8 , the crossover edge connecting nodes 2 4 on A1 is a single feasible route while the route consisting of the edges from nodes 2-3 and from nodes 3 4 is not. The interesting property is that a nonsingle feasible route has higher cost than its associated single feasible one. Lemma 2: For any nonsingle feasible route p x connecting U O , there always exists a single feasible route p" connecting uO with strictly less cost.
Proof: p x should have more than one retunable edge associated with a particular retunable circuit because the new connection is blocked and it is nonsingle. Assume that two edges e j and e k are associated with the same retunable circuit where k > j . Then we can create a new route by replacing all edges et, j 5 t 5 k by only one crossover edge [v,(ej), v,(ek) ] where v,(e) and v,(e) denote the starting and JOURNAL OF LIGHTWAVE TECHNOLOGY, VOL. 14, NO. 6, JUNE 1996 the ending vertices of edge e, respectively. The delete-and-add operation will reduce at least one edge with nonzero cost. This whole procedure will stop when a single feasible route p" is found, resulting in strictly less cost.
Lemma 2 shows that the shortest path algorithm applied on the phase-I1 auxiliary graph will generate a single feasible route if the problem is feasible. We can establish a one-to-one correspondence between the set of noninterleaved retunable routes on the original network, denoted by S,, and the set of single feasible routes on the phase-I1 auxiliary graph, denoted by S,, by the one-to-one and onto mapping F: S, + S, as follows: i) if an idle channel on the original network lies along a noninterleaved route, then F will create an idle edge corresponding to that channel; ii) if a retunable circuit overlaps with a noninterleaved route, F will create one retunable edge connecting the first vertex to the last vertex where this retunable circuit overlaps with this route (e.g., in Fig. 8 a crossover edge connecting nodes 2 4 is created if a route traverses retunable circuit ~2 + 5 only on the two channels from nodes 2-3 and from nodes 3 4 of wavelength A,). F is onto: for any noninterleaved retunable route with certain retunable circuit lying continuously along this route on the original network, only one retunable edge associated with this circuit on the auxiliary graph is created, namely, the necessary condition for a single feasible route. The one-to-one property of 3 can be shown by the result that only one unique noninterleaved retunable route is associated with a single feasible route. This result can be verified from edge to edge. For an idle edge on this single feasible route, only one unique idle channel can be associated with it. For a retunable edge on this single feasible route, only one unique retunable circuit, and therefore one unique sequence of channels between the starting and the ending vertices of this edge and on this retunable circuit can be associated with it.
It remains to show that the shortest route on the auxiliary graph leads to our optimal solution. Notice that the cost value of a single feasible route in S, is the same as that of the corresponding noninterleaved retunable route under F in S,.
However, the optimal solution of the shortest path algorithm on the auxiliary graph is in S, while Lemma 1 shows that the real optimal solution of the original network is in S,.
Therefore, from the one-to-one correspondence between S, and S, and the identical cost value of two corresponding routes, we conclude that the shortest path algorithm on the auxiliary graph leads to the optimal solution of our rerouting problem.
